GDPR & Your right privacy:

We as part of the booking procedure will take some personal information from each client, some
initially and certain information at a later stage. This information can be collected by Awesome
Fishing in the form of a telephone call, text or email; occasionally by a face to face conversation.
The information we would be likely to collect is as follows:
-

Name
Age
Physical ability
Banking information
Your address
Your visiting address
Your occupation
Medical info (if applicable)

Awesome Fishing may share some / all this information as part of normal business activity with a
third party, if requested to so. This might be in the form of banking records for the accountant,
information required by the police / a rescue service (in the unlikely event of an incident on the
water) or to a third party such as a local council where the information makes up our annual
accounts. (eg Loan / grant application).
If you have paid a deposit either by bank transfer or pay pal, the details of that transaction are held
within either paypal or our business bank accounts. We do not store the full information elsewhere,
although we will keep a record of an amount of money for accounting purposes.
Awesome Fishing respects the privacy of all clients, whether adult or child, and from time to time we
would like to post images of fish to our social media and website platforms. Should this instance
arise, we will always ask your permission to do so; in the case of children, we never post a full name
on social media, and in all cases a ‘Photograph Waiver form’ will be needed to ensure we have your
permission to use the images.
Awesome Fishing will not disclose or discuss financial or sensitive personal information however so
received with any third party in a manner described generally as ‘here-say’, whether that be online,
other electronic means or in a verbal conversation.
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